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Abstract
Users of 3D desktop applications perform tasks that require
accessing data storage, moving objects, and navigation. These
operations are typically performed using 2D GUI elements or 3D
widgets. We wish to focus on interaction with 3D widgets directly
in the 3D world, rather than forcing our users to repeatedly switch
contexts between 2D and 3D. However, the use of 3D widgets
requires a mechanism for storing, accessing, and retrieving these
widgets. In this paper we present toolspaces and glances to provide
this capability for 3D widgets and other objects in interactive 3D
worlds. Toolspaces are storage spaces attached to the user's virtual
body; objects placed in these spaces are always accessible yet out of
the user's view until needed. Users access these toolspaces to store
and retrieve objects through a type of lightweight and ephemeral
navigation we call glances.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics] Methodology and Techniques - Interaction Techniques.
Additional keywords: desktop virtual reality, 3D graphics, virtual
worlds, two handed interaction

1 INTRODUCTION
Three operations are common across many 3D desktop
applications:
•

Accessing storage. This includes storing and retrieving data
sets, tools, models, and worlds.

•

Moving objects when the destination is not currently visible.
Example operations include moving a rake widget for
scientific visualization [16] and arranging objects in a scene.

•

Navigation. Examples include architectural walkthroughs,
navigation between rooms in the Information Visualizer [24],
and moving around a 3D MUD or chatroom.

Users typically perform these operations by clicking on 2D GUI
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Figure 1: The user (represented by the circle) is
surrounded by five toolspaces that do not enter his
view (represented by the translucent square) unless
explicitly accessed.
elements or by interacting directly in the 3D world with 3D
widgets. These two approaches each have their drawbacks. 2D
GUIs consume valuable screen real estate and require the user to
switch back and forth between the 2D desktop and the 3D world.
3D widgets, on the other hand, beg the question of access: how do
users get at the widgets, and how are they stored when not in use?
Widgets just dropped into the 3D scene may clutter up the world
and may not be accessible when needed.
One common approach to answering the question of access in
immersive virtual environments is to leverage human
proprioception through body-centric storage [20]. In this approach,
the user attaches objects to his body in a manner similar to hanging
tools on a traditional toolbelt. Attached objects travel with the user
and are always in the same place relative to the user's body, which
keeps these objects within convenient reach, out of view until
needed, and accessible without a great deal of cognitive attention.
The toolbelt approach encounters difficulties in desktop-based
virtual environments. Even if we give the user a virtual body on the
desktop, anything attached to the virtual body outside of the view
frustum is inaccessible if the user has no mechanism for
manipulating the viewpoint relative to the body. To address this
problem we introduce glances.

Glances are a lightweight and ephemeral type of 3D navigation.
Glances are lightweight because the user does not manually steer
the camera into position; the system restricts the new viewpoint to a
set of canonical views, allowing the user to initiate a glance with a
simple command. The system determines the camera path by
interpolating between the two viewpoints using an ease in / ease out
animation style. Glances are activated and maintained through
muscle tension, like holding down a key or touching the surface of
a touchpad [27]. Glances are ephemeral because they do not
permanently change the viewpoint; when the user ends the glance
by releasing muscle tension the system restores the previous
viewpoint. By combining glances and more traditional 3D
navigation, we create a new metaphor for viewpoint control that
includes both a virtual head and a virtual body. Navigation moves
and turns the virtual head and body, while glancing turns the virtual
head relative to the virtual body.
We introduce toolspaces to give users a mechanism for attaching
objects to their virtual body. A toolspace is like a backpack or a
fanny pack: a container that moves with the user's body in the 3D
world. Our implementation provides the user with five toolspaces
arranged around his virtual body and outside his view frustum.

This swings the view into the left toolspace.

These toolspaces can store any objects that are useful for the task at
hand. We combine glances with toolspaces by using glances to
access the toolspaces: each glance points the user's gaze into a
toolspace.

2 USING TOOLSPACES AND GLANCES
Toolspaces are a general "container" mechanism useful for
facilitating the object transportation, navigation, and data storage
access operations common to 3D applications. In this section we
discuss several examples.
Toolspaces can be used like a backpack or toolbelt in the real world:
to store and transport objects (see Figure 2). To store an object in a
toolspace, the user clicks on the object to start a drag operation.
With the mouse button down, the user glances in the direction of the
desired toolspace (by swiping left on a touchpad, for example). The
dragged object rotates with the user's head, remaining in the same
relative position in his view. The user releases the object in the
toolspace by releasing the mouse button.
Similarly, the user retrieves objects by glancing into the toolspace,
starting a drag operation, and ending the glance to rotate the object
back into the world.
We can use these mechanisms to implement a form of cut-and-paste
or drag-and-drop with some significant improvements: the ultimate
destination of transported objects does not have to be immediately
visible and multiple objects can be transported simultaneously.
Unlike Fix and Float [25], which had different design goals, the
transported objects do not consume any screen real estate, making it
easy for the user to engage in intermediate tasks while objects are
kept in storage in the toolspaces.
Toolspaces’ ability to store objects has more uses than moving
objects from one location to another. Users can also manipulate
widgets in toolspaces without first removing the widgets from the
toolspace. Toolspaces can store a widget like a World in Miniature
[29], and users can work with it directly in the toolspace. The WIM
occupies no screen real estate when not in use, and placing it in a
toolspace slightly below the normal view frustum allows the user to
glance down to access the WIM and still see part of the scene. As
another example, toolspaces can store palettes containing miniature

... which returns the view forward.

Figure 2: Dragging An Object Into a Toolspace

objects that can be added to the scene [1] [4]. Users can “tear off”
copies and move them from the toolspace to the 3D world; unlike
selecting the file name of an object to add, users can visually
determine the object they need. A toolspace could also store a
widget like a color palette. Users could paint objects in the 3D
environment, and glance into the toolspace and manipulate the
color palette to adjust the current paint color.
Toolspaces can facilitate navigation when used in combination with
3D thumbnails [11]. Users can create a 3D thumbnail representing
their current location, place it in a toolspace, and retrieve it later to
return to that location.
Toolspaces are also useful in any situation where a file, directory, or
other information store might make sense. They can function as a
trash can in the 3D world: the system places deleted objects in a
toolspace to make them accessible if they are later needed. A
toolspace can also represent persistent storage; users can place
copies of objects or environments in the toolspace to save them to
disk, or retrieve a copy to load it into the application.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a system with five toolspaces to experiment with
these applications of toolspaces and glances. We placed toolspaces
to the left and right of the user as well as above and below the user's
forward view because these are the directions people typically
glance in the real world. The toolspaces to the user's left and right
encompass everything to that side of the user. The toolspaces above
and below the user's forward view are smaller, encompassing the
volumes in front of the user that are above and below the user's
normal view frustum. We placed the final toolspace behind the user.
This toolspace is as large as the toolspaces to the left and right but is
more difficult to access, making it useful for deep storage; the user
can place infrequently needed objects and tools in this space, and
move them to a different toolspace if they are needed more often.
We chose to provide the glance commands through a touchpad that
users operate with the non-dominant hand. Users glance with the
touchpad by sliding a finger in the direction of the desired toolspace
for the left, right, top, and bottom toolspaces; to access the rear
toolspace users first glance into the left or right toolspaces, and then
slide a finger left or right again. Glances are spring-loaded: the new
viewpoint lasts only as long as users keep a finger on the touchpad.
We could also have implemented glances using the keyboard: the
arrow keys provide the most obvious mapping for accessing
toolspaces. However, we found that the touchpad had advantages
over the arrow keys. The touchpad is easier to acquire because it is
a larger target than the arrow keys. For right-handed users the
touchpad is also closer to the resting position of their left hand than
the arrow keys, and doesn’t require them to continually bring their
left hand across their body. The touchpad also works for more than
four toolspaces.
Toolspaces can constrain object manipulation within them to make
it easier to position objects in a 3D space using a 2D input device.
Our left, right, and back toolspaces each use a Data Mountain [26]
to constrain the layout of objects: the Data Mountain constrains
objects to move in the plane of the mountain, and implements a
simple “bumping” behavior for handling collisions between objects
on the mountain. The bottom toolspace constrains objects to move
parallel to the ground, while the top toolspace constrains objects to
move in a single dimension along a shelf.
Toolspaces can also constrain the maximum size of objects within

them by resizing objects; this increases their storage capacity and
allows users to carry around very large objects. The left, right, and
top toolspaces we built resize objects as they are dragged into the
toolspace so that their longest dimension is one fifth of a meter,
while the back and bottom toolspaces resize objects so that their
longest dimension is one tenth of a meter. Because we want objects
to be usable within toolspaces, objects override these size
constraints if they would be too small to use at that size. Note that
these decisions are ad-hoc; the nature of the user's task will dictate
how toolspaces should behave in a given context.

4 EVALUATION
We conducted an exploratory user study with six users to observe
how people use toolspaces and glances when given a scene
assembly task. We placed three object palettes in the scene (each
containing miniatures representing objects that could be added to
the scene), as well as two markers located at different positions
away from the palettes. We instructed our users to construct a scene
near the first marker, using at least one object from each palette.
When they finished, we told them to move their scene to the second
marker and add additional objects.
Our users made heavy use of toolspaces when moving objects
around the scene and when they need to access widgets from
different locations. Although in general users had no problems with
the interface, based on this study we believe that a discrete touch in
a specific region of the touchpad is probably preferable to a swiping
gesture for initiating glances: some users had never used a touchpad
before and had some initial difficulty swiping. A simple raised grid
could be placed over the touchpad to provide haptic feedback for
these regions.
We learned that people do represent the positions of the toolspaces
egocentrically; users physically pointed left and right when asked
about the location of objects in toolspaces, one user spoke about
“putting objects to my left”, and another referred to an object that
was “behind me”. However, we found that users were not too tied
to the metaphor of turning their heads to access toolspaces: a few
users wanted to be able to turn their view in a full circle to glance
into the left, back, and right toolspaces and then return their view
forward.

5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
We have presented one possible implementation of toolspaces and
glances. This is not the only possible implementation; designers
have a number of choices available when adding toolspaces and
glances to a 3D world. These choices include:
How many toolspaces exist? Adding more toolspaces increases
the storage space available to the user, but also increases the
difficulty of remembering which toolspace an object is in. Adding
more toolspaces also requires adding more glances, which can
make it more difficult to access a toolspace.
How are the toolspaces arranged? One of the key advantages of
combining toolspaces and glances is that designers can place the
toolspaces outside the user's normal view frustum. This puts a large
collection of objects and tools at the user's fingertips, but keeps
them out of sight until needed. Since these toolspaces are normally
out of view, we believe that users have an easier time remembering
the locations of objects in toolspaces if they can draw on real world
metaphors (e.g. backpacks) and relate the position of toolspaces to
their body. We note, however, that the layout of toolspaces does not
have to be constrained by the real world. For instance, multiple

toolspaces could occupy the same space. Consider two toolspaces
attached to the user's back: glancing behind to the left may access
one, and glancing behind to the right the other. Toolspaces could
also be arranged so that glances translate as well as rotate the user's
view. For instance, accessing toolspaces might resemble ascending
the ramp of a parking garage. Naturally more exotic layouts will
make it more difficult for users to keep track of objects in
toolspaces.
Another possibility for toolspace placement (suggested by one of
our test users) is to place a toolspace in the view frustum but make
it invisible. This toolspace could fade in when needed, and fade out
when not being accessed. This idea is similar to the fade-in menus
Deering implemented for HoloSketch [10].
How does the user access toolspaces? Glances that rotate the
user's view to look into a toolspace are one possibility. This
approach mimics the user turning his head in the real world.
Alternately, the user might rotate a toolspace around his body to
bring it sight: instead of looking over his shoulder to find an object
in his backpack, the user removes the backpack and swings it
around in front to find the object.
Are glances spring-loaded? Glances may be implemented so that
the viewpoint resets automatically when the user releases a key or
removes his finger from a touchpad, or the user may need to
explicitly restore the previous viewpoint. There are advantages to
each approach. Spring-loaded glances save the user a step, and
maintaining a key press or touch is a physical reminder that the user
is engaged in a glance. By contrast, requiring the user to explicitly
restore the viewpoint allows the user to use both hands and perform
longer tasks while engaged in a glance. Two users in our study did
express the desire to be able to temporarily override the springloaded glances and lock their view during extended interaction in a
toolspace so that they didn't have to actively maintain the glance.
How are the contents of toolspaces constrained? All toolspaces
constrain their contents to maintain a fixed position relative to the
user's body. Toolspaces may impose additional constraints to make
them easier to use. They may resize objects to make them occupy
less space, allowing more objects to be stored in each toolspace.
They may also impose layout constraints (such as collision
detection, constraining objects to move in a plane, or pigeon holing)
that make it easier to store and find objects.

6 RELATED WORK
Both Conner and Herndon presented 3D widgets for use in desktop
virtual environments [8] [16]. However, they did not discuss how to
manage and transport the widgets in the 3D world. Mine proposed
taking advantage of proprioception as one solution to this problem
and coined the term physical mnemonics to refer to the storage of
virtual controls and objects relative to the user's body in immersive
virtual environments [20], but did not attempt to carry this work to
the desktop.
A number of systems have attempted to go beyond the limitations
of drag and drop in desktop 3D worlds. Herndon's work on
interactive shadows [16] addressed difficulties of drag and drop
with occlusion and depth ambiguity in 3D, but does not help the
user move objects to distant locations.
Robertson's Fix and Float technique [25] does allow the user to
move multiple objects simultaneously to distant locations, but
objects being transported consume valuable screen real estate. In
addition, toolspaces and glances are more general than Fix and

Float because they can be used for more than drag and drop
operations. One advantage that the Fix and Float technique has over
toolspaces is that the relative positions of transported objects can be
easily preserved; adding a group selection mechanism to our
implementation would provide this functionality.
Local Tools [2] in KidPad, a 2D plus zoom (constrained 3D)
system, allows users to drag tools onto their work surface and leave
them in different locations, recalling them when needed by clicking
on a toolbox in a corner of the screen. Although this allows the user
to effectively transport the tools anywhere in the scene while only
consuming screen real estate for the toolbox, the toolbox has a very
limited size and can't transport anything but the tools.
More researchers are starting to look at the use of multiple 2D
devices for interaction on the desktop. Kurtenbach [19] and
Zeleznik [31] explored the use of two-handed tablet based
interfaces for 2D and 3D drawing programs. Hinckley [17]
explored both a two-handed tablet based interface and an interface
using physically separate devices (a touchpad and mouse) for
panning and zooming maps. Buxton [7] explored the use of
physically separate devices for scrolling an application with the
non-dominant hand while interacting with it using the dominant
hand. Bier's Toolglass system [3] used a trackball in the nondominant hand to position a toolglass and a mouse in the dominant
hand to interact with it and the application.
Several VR authoring tools and interaction techniques use 3D tool
palettes. Butterworth's 3DM [6] provided a tool palette in an
immersive VR system that could be attached to the user.
SmartScene [28] and Mine's ISAAC [21] are both immersive VR
systems that provide tool palettes that attach to the user's hand and
allow the user to add or modify objects. Polyshop [1] attaches tool
palettes for object creation in an immersive environment to a
physical desk in front of the user. Billinghurst explored the use of a
tool palette attached to a Wacom tablet for creating, coloring, and
texturing objects [4] in a fishtank VR system [30].
Stoakley, Pausch, and Elvins each explored the use of 3D
miniatures for world navigation. Stoakley gave users a hand-held
World in Miniature [29] in an HMD-based virtual world. Users
navigated by changing the position of the doll that represented them
in the miniature. Pausch later extended this work with the idea of
flying into the WIM [22]; users moved from place to place in the
world by flying into the hand-held miniature. Elvins presented an
idea for navigation in VRML worlds using Worldlets [11]. By
selecting one of these 3D thumbnails the user moved his view in the
VRML world to the viewpoint the Worldlet represented.
Different games have explored the use of mechanisms similar to
glances. Quake [23] players can rotate the camera independent of
their motion vector to look in arbitrary directions, and if they did
not actively maintain that view the system would automatically recenter their view. Most flight and racing simulator games provide a
fixed set of “in cockpit” views, although users generally explicitly
toggle between these views and don’t have any additional useful
interactions available when pointed in the new direction.
A few games have used a method similar to Toolspaces for one
handed 2D interaction. The Goosebumps games [14] are a recent
example: users could move their mouse to the bottom of the screen
to scroll the screen up and reveal a fanny pack storing the items
they were carrying. Clicking on an item caused their character to
carry that item in their hand. Moving the mouse back up to the top
of the screen caused the screen to scroll down and reveal the world
again.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Toolspaces and glances provide a mechanism for storing, accessing,
and retrieving objects in interactive 3D worlds. Stored objects are
always available to the user but do not consume screen real estate,
require the user to switch contexts between the 2D desktop and 3D
world, or clutter the 3D world when not in use. This allows
toolspaces to support tasks like accessing data storage, object
manipulation and transportation, navigating the 3D world, and
others where a variety of 3D widgets are needed.
We believe that there are several potential avenues for future work.
One is to explore other layouts and constraints for placing objects in
toolspaces, especially if large numbers of objects need to be stored
in a small number of toolspaces. We believe that different tasks will
require different layouts and constraints, and determining the
correct design choices will require careful experimentation.
Another possible avenue is to pursue alternative mechanisms of
accessing toolspaces. For example, the user's non-dominant hand
may already be occupied, requiring a method of accessing
toolspaces without a separate gesture. One possibility is to access a
toolspace by dragging the mouse cursor to the edge of the current
view to rotate the camera to look into the toolspace on that side.
The Windows 95 system tray and the NT 4.0 auto-hide toolbars
implement similar functionality, where the tools are hidden until the
user drags the mouse cursor to the edge of the window.
Finally, we believe that the notion of toolspaces and glances is
applicable to 2D user interfaces. Accessing storage (documents, the
web), moving objects (drag and drop), and navigation (virtual
desktops) are all common operations in 2D systems. Toolspaces and
glances can provide another method of accessing objects that are
outside of the current context or view in these systems.
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